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Nedbank Limited
Update to credit analysis

Summary
Nedbank Limited's (Nedbank) long-term deposit and senior unsecured debt ratings of
Ba2 reflect the bank's standalone creditworthiness, as indicated by its ba2 Baseline Credit
Assessment (BCA). Nedbank's BCA reflects the bank's solid local franchise with an 18% share
of deposits; investments in digitisation, which have supported its cost-cutting initiatives; and
sound liquidity buffers, with the banking group reporting a liquidity coverage ratio (LCR) of
144% and a net stable funding ratio (NSFR) of 120% as of June 2022. Asset risks are also
partly mitigated by good risk management practices, while profitability has recovered on the
back of lower provisioning needs, revenue growth and well-managed expenses, with the bank
reporting a profit of ZAR9.2 billion (0.9% return on assets). Nedbank's Common Equity Tier 1
(CET1) capital ratio (including unappropriated profits) also increased to 12.7% in June 2022.

These strengths and performance improvements are moderated by a still challenging credit
environment, as economic growth remains low, while high unemployment and inflation are
hurting household finances. We therefore expect asset quality pressures to be maintained,
even though Stage 3 / non-performing loans (NPLs) declined slightly to 4.6% of gross loans
as of December 2021. The bank also continues to rely on wholesale deposit funding, while its
high exposure to government bonds, as part of the statutory liquid asset portfolio, links the
bank's credit profile to that of the Government of South Africa (South Africa, Ba2 stable).

Exhibit 1

Rating Scorecard - Key financial ratios
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These represent our Banks rating methodology scorecard ratios, whereby asset risk and profitability reflect the weaker of either
the three-year average and the latest annual figure. Capital is the latest reported figure, but includes our adjustments. Funding
structure and liquid resources ratios reflect the latest fiscal year-end figures.
Source: Moody's Investors Service

http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/1133212/Rate-this-research?pubid=PBC_1341176
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Nedbank-Limited-credit-rating-600018179
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/South-Africa-Government-of-credit-rating-686830/summary
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Credit strengths

» Good liquidity buffers

» Historically good capital-generating capacity

» Solid local franchise, investments in digitisation, and cost-cutting initiatives

Credit challenges

» Elevated asset risks given high unemployment and inflation, and still subdued corporate earnings

» High exposure to government securities links its credit profile to that of the government

» High reliance on confidence-sensitive wholesale deposit funding, which is a structural feature of South African banks

Outlook
Nedbank's stable outlook reflects the stable outlook on South Africa’s government issuer rating, and is partly linked to the bank’s
high exposure to the broader public sector, estimated at 2.5x its capital as of December 2021. The stable outlook further balances its
improved profitability, capitalisation and liquidity buffers, against still high asset risks and high reliance on wholesale funding.

Factors that could lead to an upgrade
Upward pressure on Nedbank’s ratings would require both a more robust operating and macro environment accompanied by a higher
sovereign rating, and a further strengthening of the bank’s financial metrics, especially its profitability and asset quality metrics.

Factors that could lead to a downgrade
Any deterioration in the operating conditions and in the creditworthiness of South Africa will exert downward pressure on Nedbank’s
ratings. In addition, the bank’s ratings could be downgraded in case of a material deterioration in its solvency and liquidity position.

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the issuer/deal page on https://ratings.moodys.com for the
most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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Key indicators

Exhibit 2

Nedbank Limited (Consolidated Financials) [1]

12-212 12-202 12-192 12-182 12-172 CAGR/Avg.3

Total Assets (ZAR Million) 1,107,845.0 1,098,985.0 1,046,954.0 971,623.0 910,068.0 5.04

Total Assets (USD Million) 69,289.0 74,818.1 74,870.7 67,544.2 73,511.1 (1.5)4

Tangible Common Equity (ZAR Million) 68,706.0 61,438.0 61,354.0 58,162.0 58,351.0 4.24

Tangible Common Equity (USD Million) 4,297.1 4,182.7 4,387.6 4,043.2 4,713.3 (2.3)4

Problem Loans / Gross Loans (%) 4.6 5.4 3.2 3.1 2.9 3.95

Tangible Common Equity / Risk Weighted Assets (%) 9.7 8.7 10.9 11.0 12.3 10.56

Problem Loans / (Tangible Common Equity + Loan Loss Reserve) (%) 41.2 52.7 33.4 31.3 29.0 37.55

Net Interest Margin (%) 2.8 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 2.75

PPI / Average RWA (%) 2.6 2.7 3.4 3.5 3.8 3.26

Net Income / Tangible Assets (%) 0.9 0.3 0.9 1.0 1.3 0.95

Cost / Income Ratio (%) 63.1 62.6 61.4 62.0 60.3 61.95

Market Funds / Tangible Banking Assets (%) 8.5 10.7 11.4 13.3 13.7 11.55

Liquid Banking Assets / Tangible Banking Assets (%) 22.7 21.5 19.2 20.7 18.6 20.55

Gross Loans / Due to Customers (%) 93.5 95.0 101.7 100.5 102.7 98.75

[1] All figures and ratios are adjusted using Moody's standard adjustments. [2] Basel III - fully loaded or transitional phase-in; IFRS. [3] May include rounding differences because of the
scale of reported amounts. [4] Compound annual growth rate (%) based on the periods for the latest accounting regime. [5] Simple average of periods for the latest accounting regime. [6]
Simple average of Basel III periods.
Sources: Moody's Investors Service and company filings

Profile
Nedbank Limited (Nedbank) was established in 1888 as Nederlandsche Bank en Credietvereeniging voor ZuidAfrika and was renamed
Nedbank Limited in 1971. The bank is a wholly owned subsidiary of Nedbank Group Limited (Nedbank Group), a South Africa-based
company listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange and with a secondary listing on A2X Markets since April 2022. In addition
to its South African bank subsidiary, Nedbank Group has other banking subsidiaries in Southern Africa, a 21% stake in Ecobank
Transnational Incorporated and an asset and wealth management and insurance offering. As of June 2022, Nedbank Limited reported
total consolidated assets of ZAR1,169 billion (about $72 billion).

Detailed credit considerations
Asset risks remain elevated, as credit conditions remain difficult
Nedbank reported NPLs at 4.6% of gross loans as of December 2021, as compared to 5.4% as of December 2020 and 3.2% in
December 2019 (see Exhibit 3). The bank has additionally classified 11.5% of gross loans as Stage 2. Nedbank's loan-loss provision
over average gross loans was 0.8% in 2021, down from around 1.5% in 2020, while accumulated balance-sheet provisions accounted
for 63% of NPLs. The bank's relatively low provisioning coverage is mainly a reflection of its high collateral-based lending – such as
commercial property finance and mortgage lending – while provisioning levels also include ZAR1.5 billion of Covid-19 and macro-
related overlays.
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Exhibit 3

NPL levels to remain elevated
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Going forward, we expect Nedbank's asset-quality metrics to remain under pressure. Economic growth remains stubbornly low;
in South Africa we expect real GDP growth of 1.5% in 2023. The weak economic growth, high unemployment, rising inflation and
interest rates and still muted corporate earnings, makes it more difficult for borrowers – especially consumers – to meet their loan
obligations. In addition, Russia's invasion of Ukraine has significantly altered the global economic backdrop: the spike in commodity
prices is creating risks of damagingly high input costs and consumer inflation; financial and business disruption poses risks to the highly
integrated global economy; while heightened security and geopolitical risks will exert additional economic costs.

Risks are, however, mitigated by good risk management practices and emphasis on reviewing and adjusting credit models. Commercial
property finance and home loans contributed over 43% of the bank's gross advances as of December 2021. Although risks have
increased in the current operating environment — as depicted by higher vacancies, rental pressures and subdued demand — these risks
are mitigated by the relatively moderate loan to values (LTVs) of 53% for commercial property and around 78% for mortgages, and the
still low (although now rising) interest rates.

Nedbank also maintains a relatively lower exposure — compared with the banking system average — to the retail sector (excluding
mortgages). As of December 2021 credit cards and overdraft loans accounted for around 4% of gross loans and vehicle finance for
17%. South African corporates have historically performed better than households due to their lower debt levels, although corporate
performance varies across sectors.

Adequate capital buffers, but these remain below similarly-rated peers
Nedbank's reported CET1 ratio improved to 12.7% as of June 2022 (December 2020: 10.4%). The ratio is now slightly above the board's
target range of 11%-12% and sufficient to absorb some additional unexpected losses. Nonetheless, the bank's CET1 ratio remains below
the 13.7% reported for the South African system as of June 2022, and below the median for global peers with ba2 BCA.

The strengthened capital metrics was the result of improved profitability, RWA optimisation / normalisation measures, and more
conservative dividend payout over the past couple of years. Going forward, however, we expect capital levels to remain at current
levels, given the resumption of dividend payments with the board-approved dividend coverage range set at 1.75x to 2.25x. During
the year, the bank has also redeemed preference shares of ZAR3.6 billion, as this was deemed as expensive funding that no longer
contributes to Basel III capital requirements.

Profitability has recovered but remains below pre-Covid levels
Nedbank reported profits of ZAR9.2 billion during 2021, significantly improved from the ZAR3.9 billion reported in 2020, with the
return on average assets at 0.9%. Profitability further improved in H1 2022, when the bank reported a 17% year-on-year growth
in bottom-line, to ZAR5.1 billion. For the full year 2022, we expect a similar or slightly improved performance, partly supported by
improved net interest margins (NIM) as interest rates go up, with the bank being positively positioned to a rise in interest rates;
according to management, Nedbank is gaining an additional ZAR1.6 billion of net interest income for every 100 bps increase in interest
rates over a 12-month period. However profitability metrics will likely remain below pre-Covid levels given muted business growth and
provisioning costs at the upper end of through-the-cycle levels (at between 80-100 bps, according to our projections).
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Management also maintains tight control over its expenses, supported by its digitisation initiatives. These include the Managed
Evolution IT strategy – which is now materially complete – and which is enabling core banking system rationalisation, standardisation
and simplification; and the Eclipse system, which is aimed at simplifying end-to-end digital client onboarding for individuals and
juristics, thereby enhancing client experience. These initiatives are already yielding results, with an accelerated digital delivery, uptake
and usage.

Historically stable funding profile and adequate liquidity buffers mitigate risks stemming from high reliance on wholesale
funding
Nedbank maintains good liquidity buffers and a historically stable deposit-based funding structure. During 2021 and H1 2022, it
reported a 3% growth in customer deposits, but this followed a more robust 9% growth in 2020. Deposit funding is supplemented
by the bank's access to market funding, and the issuance of senior unsecured and subordinated notes. Liquidity buffers also remain
adequate and have significantly strengthened following the introduction of the Basel-III liquidity ratios. The bank's net loan-to-
customer deposit ratio stood at 91% as of December 2021, with the banking group reporting an LCR of 144% and an NSFR of 120%.
Nedbank, along with the rest of the South African banks also have access to central bank liquidity and to the additional liquidity
measures introduced by SARB, but Nedbank's use of such instruments has been limited. For 2022, we expect stable funding and
liquidity conditions.

We also note, however, that South African banks including Nedbank, heavily depend on wholesale deposits, primarily sourced from
South African financial institutions, including asset managers, insurance and pension companies, and money market funds. Financial
institutions and local banks contributed around 40% of Nedbank's rand-denominated deposits as of December 2021, while household
deposits contributed just 21% (see Exhibit 4).

Exhibit 4

Nedbank relies heavily on wholesale funding, which is a structural feature of South African banks
Local-currency deposit structure (as of December 2021)
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This wholesale funding (from financial institutions, local banks and corporates) is generally more expensive and confidence sensitive
than retail deposits. However, the closed rand system, whereby all rand transactions (physical and derivatives) have to be cleared and
settled in South Africa through a registered bank and clearing institution domiciled in South Africa, mitigates liquidity risks to some
extent and makes the institutional funding base fairly stable. Additionally, South African banks, including Nedbank, have low reliance
on foreign-currency funding.
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ESG considerations
Nedbank Limited's ESG Credit Impact Score is Neutral-to-Low CIS-2

Exhibit 5

ESG Credit Impact Score

Source: Moody's Investors Service

Nedbank’s ESG Credit Impact Score is neutral-to-low (CIS-2) This reflects limited credit impact from environmental and social risk
factors on the rating to date, as well as low governance risks.

Exhibit 6

ESG Issuer Profile Scores

Source: Moody's Investors Service

Environmental
Nedbank faces moderate environmental risks, primarily because of its portfolio exposure to carbon transition and physical climate risks
(for example, droughts) as a diversified bank. In line with peers, it is facing mounting business risks and stakeholder pressure to meet
broader carbon transition goals. In response, Nedbank is engaging in developing its climate risk and portfolio management capabilities.

Social
Nedbank faces high industrywide social risks related to regulatory risk, litigation exposure and high compliance standards. Exposure
to social risks captures increased supervisory focus on promoting the fair treatment of financial customers (as part of the country's
'twin peak' regulatory framework) and tail risks relating to land reforms. High cyber and personal data risks are mitigated by a sound IT
framework.

Governance
Nedbank faces low governance risks, reflecting the bank's solid risk management capabilities, stable and credible management team,
timely and accurate reporting, and good board oversight.

ESG Issuer Profile Scores and Credit Impact Scores for the rated entity/transaction are available on Moodys.com. In order to view the
latest scores, please click here to go to the landing page for the entity/transaction on MDC and view the ESG Scores section.
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Support and structural considerations
Government support considerations
We assign a global scale local-currency deposit rating of Ba2 to Nedbank, in line with its ba2 BCA. We do not incorporate any
government support uplift into Nedbank's ratings, given that its BCA is already at the sovereign rating level. Additionally, following
the events related to African Bank Limited, we believe that the inclusion of a bail-in of senior unsecured bondholders and wholesale
depositors by the SARB indicates the regulator's willingness to impose losses on creditors of troubled banks. This is also consistent with
the upcoming new bank resolution framework, which has already been approved (the Financial Sector Laws Amendment Bill (FSLAB))
and which will introduce rules governing the resolution of failing banks and potential bail-in of creditors.

Counterparty Risk Ratings (CRRs)
Nedbank's CRRs are positioned at Ba1/NP
We consider South Africa a jurisdiction with a nonoperational resolution regime. For nonoperational resolution countries, the starting
point for the CRR is one notch above the bank's Adjusted BCA, reflecting our view that its probability of default is lower than that of
deposits. We believe senior obligations represented by the CRR will be more likely preserved in order to limit contagion, minimize
losses and avoid disruption of critical functions. No government support uplift is incorporated into the CRRs, for the same reasons
noted above.

Nedbank's Counterparty Risk (CR) Assessment is also positioned at Ba1(cr)/NP(cr) because the approach to reaching this assessment is
identical to that for the CRR.

National scale ratings (NSRs)
Nedbank's national scale long-term deposit rating is Aa1.za, indicating that the bank has one of the strongest credit profiles
within South Africa. NSRs are not intended to rank credits across multiple countries; instead, they provide a measure of relative
creditworthiness within a single country (South Africa in the case of Nedbank). Our NSRs are given a two-letter suffix to distinguish
them from the agency's Global Scale Ratings. For example, NSRs in South Africa have the country abbreviation “za”.

Source of facts and figures cited in this report
Unless noted otherwise, we have sourced data relating to systemwide trends and market shares from the central bank. Bank-specific
figures originate from banks' reports and Moody's AHS. In some instances where data for Nedbank was unavailable, Nedbank Group's
numbers were used because they provide a good proxy to Nedbank. Unless otherwise stated, all figures are based on our own chart
of account and may be adjusted for analytical purposes. Please refer to the document titled Financial Statement Adjustments in the
Analysis of Financial Institutions, published on 9 August 2018.

Methodology and scorecard
About Moody's Bank Scorecard
Our scorecard is designed to capture, express and explain in summary form our Rating Committee's judgement. When read in
conjunction with our research, a fulsome presentation of our judgement is expressed. As a result, the output of our scorecard may
materially differ from that suggested by raw data alone (although it has been calibrated to avoid the frequent need for strong
divergence). The scorecard output and the individual scores are discussed in rating committees and may be adjusted up or down to
reflect conditions specific to each rated entity.
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Rating methodology and scorecard factors

Exhibit 7

Nedbank Limited

Macro Factors
Weighted Macro Profile Moderate

-
100%

Factor Historic
Ratio

Initial
Score

Expected
Trend

Assigned Score Key driver #1 Key driver #2

Solvency
Asset Risk
Problem Loans / Gross Loans 4.6% ba2 ↓ ba3 Expected trend Geographical

concentration
Capital
Tangible Common Equity / Risk Weighted Assets
(Basel III - transitional phase-in)

9.7% b1 ↔ b1 Capital retention Nominal leverage

Profitability
Net Income / Tangible Assets 0.7% ba3 ↔ ba3 Expected trend

Combined Solvency Score ba3 ba3
Liquidity
Funding Structure
Market Funds / Tangible Banking Assets 8.5% baa3 ↔ ba1

Liquid Resources
Liquid Banking Assets / Tangible Banking Assets 22.7% ba2 ↔ ba2 Access to

committed facilities
Combined Liquidity Score ba1 ba1
Financial Profile ba2
Qualitative Adjustments Adjustment

Business Diversification 0
Opacity and Complexity 0
Corporate Behavior 0

Total Qualitative Adjustments 0
Sovereign or Affiliate constraint Ba2
BCA Scorecard-indicated Outcome - Range ba1 - ba3
Assigned BCA ba2
Affiliate Support notching 0
Adjusted BCA ba2

Instrument Class Loss Given
Failure notching

Additional
notching

Preliminary Rating
Assessment

Government
Support notching

Local Currency
Rating

Foreign
Currency

Rating
Counterparty Risk Rating 1 0 ba1 0 Ba1 Ba1
Counterparty Risk Assessment 1 0 ba1 (cr) 0 Ba1(cr)
Deposits 0 0 ba2 0 Ba2 Ba2
Senior unsecured bank debt 0 0 ba2 0 (P)Ba2 (P)Ba2
[1] Where dashes are shown for a particular factor (or sub-factor), the score is based on non-public information.
Source: Moody’s Investors Service
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Ratings

Exhibit 8

Category Moody's Rating
NEDBANK LIMITED

Outlook Stable
Counterparty Risk Rating Ba1/NP
Bank Deposits Ba2/NP
NSR Bank Deposits Aa1.za/P-1.za
Baseline Credit Assessment ba2
Adjusted Baseline Credit Assessment ba2
Counterparty Risk Assessment Ba1(cr)/NP(cr)
Senior Unsecured MTN (P)Ba2
NSR Senior Unsecured MTN Aa1.za

Source: Moody's Investors Service
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